2BET2 Endorses Ricky 'The Hitman' Hatton with a Donation to Children with Cancer UK
2BET2 is going to donate 10c for every bet placed with 2BET2 on Ricky Hatton's fight against Vyacheslav
Senchenko.
Online PR News â€“ 23-November-2012 â€“ 2BET2 is proud to support Ricky Hatton, former undisputed
welterweight champion of the world, who makes his eagerly anticipated comeback in Manchester at the MEN
Arena onSaturday 24 November.
Â
2BET2 has pledged a donation of 1000 to Children with Cancer UK and 2BET2 will also donate an additional
US10c per bet placed on the fight through the 2BET2 social sports game.
Â
After nearly 3 years out of the ring, since Filipino superstar Manny Pacquiao sent Hatton into early retirement
with a second round knockout at the MGM Grand in Vegas, Hatton takes on the tough Ukrainian, Viacheslav
Senchenko.
Â
This event will be a key focus for 2BET2 this weekend, delivering all the sports news and the exciting odds
that Hattons comeback against Vyacheslav Senchenko provides. Senchenko poses a tough challenge for
Hatton with 33 fights, 32 wins and 21 knockouts, whilst Hatton has an even better record of 45 wins and 32
knockouts from 47 fights.
Â
2BET2 is a free social sports betting game on Facebook. With informative up-to-date coverage of all major
sports including the Boxing, Football, Baseball, Basketball, Hockey, Tennis, Motorsports, Rugby and Cricket,
it offers players an opportunity to bet on anything from midweek European Champions League Soccer to the
NFL on a Sunday evening. Signing up through Facebook, users are given a bonus, and after taking the
optional tutorial, they can start playing 2BET2 games. 2BET2 Turbo gives players a chance to have a quick
game where events settle every minute and 2BET2 Tournaments gives players the opportunity to test their
knowledge against their friends for their BB$.
Â
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